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PSS 500 STERILIZATION PHASES AND CYCLE PARAMETERS #6B

Phase 6 – Slow Exhaust/Cooling (Liquid Cycles)

The Exhaust phase brings the sterilizer from sterilization temperature and pressure
down to ambient pressure where the product is dry, cooler, and ready for the door to
be opened by the operator.

Vacuum and Gravity cycles use Fast Exhaust and may or may not include Post-
pulses. Liquid cycles use Slow Exhaust (discussed below).

Purpose

Slow Exhaust is meant to gradually remove pressure, heat, condensate, and
moisture from the chamber at a rate slow enough that liquid loads will not boil over.

Parameters

LIQUID COOL TIME
SLO EX END POINT
SLOW EXH RAMP

Operation

When the cycle enters the Exhaust phase of a liquid cycle, the jacket process is
turned off and the jacket trap is activated to drain the jacket. There are two stages in
this phase - exhaust and cooling. During the exhaust stage, the chamber drain is
modulated to release pressure at the exhaust rate as set by the SLOW EXH RAMP
PSI/MIN parameter. If the actual exhaust rate exceeds the setpoint, the chamber
steam valve will turn on as needed to maintain the exhaust rate. When the chamber
pressure reaches the slow exhaust end pressure as determined by the SLO EX END
POINT parameter, the cooling stage begins. There are two pressure profiles available
for the cooling stage. When the cycle reaches a slow exhaust end pressure that is
greater than or equal to atmospheric, the cycle starts the Liquid Cooling period
wherein the drain and air-in valves are closed and the vacuum system is turned off.
This allows for a natural decay of the vessel pressure for a period lasting one-half of
the cooling time as determined by the LIQUID COOLING TIME parameter. If the
cycle reaches a slow exhaust and pressure below atmospheric, the cycle starts a
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Flow Cooling period wherein the air-in valve and vacuum system are activated, but the
drain remains closed allowing the chamber to return to atmospheric for a period
lasting one-half of the cooling time as determined by the LIQUID COOLING TIME
parameter.

At the end of the either the Liquid Cooling or Flow Cooling periods, the cycle starts a
Flow Cooling period wherein the door gasket(s) is/are retracted, the air-in and drain
valves are opened, and the vacuum system is turned on for a period lasting the
remaining half of the cooling time.

Exceptions

None specific to Exhaust

Notes

Since the time necessary to exhaust the chamber can vary greatly depending on the
load type, there is no exhaust timeout parameter. Also, the operator ADV button is
disabled during this phase so the phase will continue indefinitely until it reaches the
vacuum end point.
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